Work Report - Institute Sports Council 2017-18

Name: Viraf Patrawala
Roll Number: 150010007
Post: Institute Badminton Secretary

Part 1: Administrative and Maintenance Work
- Implemented a dynamic court booking status portal for increased convenience
- Resin Powder as timely and cost-effective method to increase the court grip
- Pushing for reconstruction of the court surface
- Managing the available budget for equipment used in Institute events and InterIIT practice

Part 2: Events
- Efficiently and smoothly conducting the GC in a first time ever semester-long format
- Introduced the Trump match and modified knockout stages in the Institute Badminton League
- Working on initiating the culture of racquet stringing in the institute with a workshop soon
- Conducted open trials for a month-long advanced training camp in the summers
- A beginners and intermediate level camp in the summers under Summer School of Sports

Part 3: Institute Teams
- Conducted fair and open trials to form the girls and boys Inter IIT camp 2017
- Smooth conduction of the daily team training schedule (fitness, court drills, gym, matches)
- Travelling with a young girls and boys badminton team to take part in Udghosh, Kanpur
- Inviting other teams to play in a home-away format, starting in October (KJ Somaiya)

Part 4: Miscellaneous
- Contributed to the publishing of posts on the newly introduced sports blog
- Regular online updates of practice slots, GC points table and detailed GC match scores
- Worked as a team with the Sports Council to execute the Freshmen Orientation
- Authored or supervised majority of the publicity write ups
- Conducted trials to form the H15,16 badminton team for the hostel GC
- Booking of train tickets for the InterIIT contingent, and other admin work

Part 5: Declaration
I hereby declare that all the mentioned information is true to the best of my knowledge.

Readers can freely contact me at virafpatrawala@gmail.com for feedback on the current work and for suggestions regarding Badminton at IIT Bombay.